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THE ROLE OF MORPHOLOGICAL AND
PHONOLOGICAL FACTORS IN BULGARIAN

ALLOMORPH SELECTION∗
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Stanford University
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1 Introduction

Discussions about the morphosyntactic and morphophonological status of the Bulgarian definite article
(DEF) have played a significant role in the development of theories of syntax-morphology interactions
(Mayer 1987, 1988; Sadock 1991; Popova 2000; Franks 2001; Embick and Noyer 2001; Dost and Grib-
anova 2006, i.a.). This may be in part due to the ‘mixed’ properties ofDEF, whose morphophonology is akin
to that of word-internal elements, but whose placement within the nominal phrase and with respect to other
nominal clitics is governed by what can appear to be syntactic factors.

The morphophonological facts—for example, the fact that the attachment ofDEF bleeds word-
final devoicing, while the attachment of clausal clitics does not (1)—are typically invoked to argue that
DEF should be treated as a form of inflection (i.e., as the affixal reflex of syntactic features, realized on a
word within the relevant domain) (Franks 2001; Dost and Gribanova 2006).

(1) DEF bleeds word-final devoicing:

a. /bratovčed/→ [bratofčet] ‘cousin’

b. /bratovčed + a/→ [bratofčeda] ‘the cousin’

c. /bratovčed + ipl/→ [bratofčedi] ‘cousins’

d. /bratovčed+ eaux/→ [bratofčet#e] ‘it’s a cousin’

On the other hand, such data require special attention in thecontext of syntactic and post-syntactic
accounts (Dimitrova-Vulchanova and Giusti 1998; Embick and Noyer 2001). This is becauseDEF has the
‘word-internal’ morphophonological behavior of suffixes (compare (1b) and (1c)), but the same distribution
as nominal clitics, whose phonology is ‘word-external’ (Tomić 1996; Franks 2001, i.a.).

Empirical conclusions aboutDEF’s status—and, relatedly, its bearing on differing theories of mor-
phosyntax—are based, with varying degrees of detail, on claims of the sort illustrated above for word-
final devoicing. In this squib, we explore a somewhat less clear-cut empirical generalization, namely the
complicated question of what conditions the allomorphic form of DEF.

The form ofDEF can preliminarily be characterized as conditioned by what appear to be both phono-
logical and morphosyntactic factors (Scatton 1984; Caink 2000; Franks 2001). It can be demonstrated that
in the case of some forms, whenDEF attaches to the head noun in a nominal phrase, its form is attributable
to the gender feature, and not the phonological form, of the noun.

∗The authors would like thank, for their generous advice and feedback on this project, the following people: Jorge Hankamer,
the participants of UCSC’s Morphology Reading Group and Crosslinguistic Investigations in Syntax-Phonology, Ryan Bennett,
Sue Steele, Nick LaCara, Andrew Nevins and Andrew Dowd. All errors are our own.
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(2) a. gaz (masc) ‘gas (scientific term)’→ gaza ‘the gas’

b. gaz (fem) ‘gas (other)’→ gazta ‘the gas’

(3) a. med (masc) ‘honey’→meda ‘the honey’

b. med (fem) ‘copper’→medta ‘the copper’

(4) a. prax (masc) ‘powder’→ praxa ‘the powder’

b. prax (fem) ‘dust’→ praxta ‘the dust’

(5) a. pr@st (masc) ‘finger’→ pr@sta ‘the finger’

b. pr@st (fem) ‘soil’→ pr@stta ‘the soil’

On the other hand, the phonological shape of the host noun canalso be shown to play a role. The
forms below show that there are two possible noun-final vowels in the plural forms of certain nouns, which
are in free variation. WhenDEF is attached to such forms, its vowel must match the vowel immediately
preceding it (inside the host).1

(6) a. kolena ‘knees’→ kolenata ‘the knees’

b. kolene ‘knees’→ kolenete ‘the knees’

(7) a. ramena ‘shoulders’→ ramenata ‘the shoulders’

b. ramene ‘shoulders’→ ramenete ‘the shoulders’

Any generalization about the allomorphic selection ofDEF, then, will need to refer to both phono-
logical (final segment) and morphosyntactic factors (gender and number). While this has been generally
acknowledged, we know of no serious attempt to arrive at a comprehensive picture ofDEF’s various forms
or of the conditions under which they arise. Here, we formulate those conditions (§2), and further attempt to
draw from those generalizations some conclusions about their consequences for theories of morphosyntax-
morphophonology interactions (section 3). In particular,the emerging empirical picture suggests that the
mechanism governing allomorph selection must have access to both morphosyntactic and phonological fea-
tures.

2 Toward a Generalization

Relying on the data presented below, we identify five distinct allomorphs ofDEF in Bulgarian, whose at-
tachment locales can be summarized as follows:

(8) a. -a: consonant-final masculine nouns

b. -tá: consonant-final feminine nouns (the accent mark indicatesstress shift from the stem)

c. -to: neuter nouns

d. -te: plural nouns

e. -tV: nouns that end in V, where V is-a or -o2

We hypothesize that allomorph selection follows the following informal algorithmic statement:

(9) If the stem ends in V where V={-a, -o}, DEF→ -tV;
otherwise,

1In later sections of this squib we propose that phonologically conditionedDEF can be found on singular nouns as well.
2This informal insertion rule is stated in terms of vowel copying. The careful reader will have noticed, from examples (6)and

(7), that there may be an alternative analysis of these data that appeals to vowel harmony. This would be inconsistent with the
general phonology of Bulgarian, however, which makes no useof vowel harmony. It would also be inconsistent with the neuter
forms in (15b,c) and the plural forms in (16a,c).
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a. if singular masculine,DEF→ -a

b. if singular feminine,DEF→ -tá

c. if singular neuter,DEF→ -to

d. if plural, DEF→ -te

In other words, the choice of allomorphs (8a)-(8d) is based on the number and gender features of
the head noun while the realization of allomorph(s) (8e) is phonologically conditioned.3

2.1 Masculine Forms

The majority of masculine nouns are consonant-final and takethe-a allomorph ofDEF.

(10) Consonant-final masculines:
m@Za ‘the man’
brata ‘the brother’
stola ‘the chair’
prozoreca ‘the window’
luka ‘the onion’
čajnika ‘the teapot’

Historically, a distinction between the “short” (-a) and “long” (-@t) form of DEF has been drawn, but
since this distinction is largely artificial and the result of prescriptive pressures (Mayer 1988), we are not
concerned with it here. The small set of vowel-final masculine nouns includes some kinship terms, certain
occupational nouns, and month names.

(11) Vowel-final masculines:

a. -a
baStata ‘the father’
vojvodata ‘the voivode’

b. -
>
ja

s@dijata ‘the judge’
bojadZijata ‘the painter’

c. -o
tatkoto ‘the father’
djadoto ‘the grandfather’

d. -e
(seems to be a gap)

e. -i (most months and nothing else)4

* januari-{a, ta, to, te} ‘the January’
*avgust-{a, ta, to, te} ‘the August’

3A natural way to test this generalization would be to probe native speakers’ intuitions about allomorph selection forDEF in a
production study with nonce words.

4The impossibility of attachingDEF to month names is likely to be a lexical gap, analogous to the situation for certain kinship
terms (Embick and Noyer 2001). This is supported by cases in which DEF surfaces in the presence of an adjective modifying the
month name:

(i) studenij-a
cold-DEF

januari
January.MASC

‘the cold January’

(ii) toplij- a
warm-DEF

juni
June.MASC

‘the warm June’
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To summarize, masculine nouns that end in a vowel take the allomorph ofDEF that contains that
final vowel (-ta, -to), while those that end in a consonant take-a (see (8a) and (8e)).

2.2 Feminine Forms

Most feminine nouns end in-a or -
>
ja and take the-ta allomorph ofDEF, as the following examples illustrate:

(12) Vowel-final feminines:

a. -a
Zenata ‘the woman’
vodata ‘the water’
rodinata ‘the motherland’

b. -
>
ja

zemjata ‘the earth’
stajata ‘the room’
idejata ‘the idea’

There is a class of feminine nouns which end in-e/ostand take-ta asDEF. However, in the resulting
definite forms, the stress always moves to the syllable ofDEF:

(13) Consonant-final feminines:

a. -ost
mladosttá ‘the youth’
xubosttá ‘the prettiness’

b. -est
doblesttá ‘the valour’
prelesttá ‘the delight’

Finally, there is an additional class of feminine nouns which end in a consonant and take this same
stress-attracting-ta allomorph ofDEF:

(14) Other consonant-final feminines:

a. cevtá ‘the barrel’

b. skr@btá ‘the grief’

c. gibeltá ‘the destruction’

d. věcertá ‘the evening’

e. prolettá ‘the spring’

f. sm@rttá ‘the death’

g. ljubovtá ‘the love’

h. pesentá ‘the song’

In sum, feminine nouns that that end in a vowel take the allomorph of DEF that contains that final
vowel (-a), while those that end in a consonant, take the stress-attracting -tá (see (8b) and (8e)). It may
appear from these data that-ta is gender-conditioned, with stress shift being a property of the stem. We will
argue against this view in §2.6.
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2.3 Neuter Forms

Neuter nouns in Bulgarian all end in a vowel and take the-to allomorph ofDEF (see (8c)). Words that end
in -i and-u or -

>
ju are loanwords, while those ending in-o and-eare native words.

(15) Neuters: always vowel-final

a. -o
seloto ‘the village’
d@rvoto ‘the tree’

b. -e
deteto ‘the child’
moreto ‘the sea’

c. -i, -u, -
>
ju (loanwords)

taksito ‘the taxi’
biZuto ’the jewel‘
menjuto ‘the menu’

2.4 Plural Forms

Finally, in the plural, where no gender distinctions are maintained, two common noun endings are-i and
-ove. The plural nouns that bear these take the-te allomorph ofDEF.

(16) -i, -e:

a. narod-i-te
people-PL-DEF

‘the peoples’

b. m@Z-e-te
man-PL-DEF

‘the men’

c. Zen-i-te
woman-PL-DEF

‘the women’

Additionally, there are a few pluralizing suffixes which allend in-a or -
>
ja and take the-ta allomorph:

(17) -a, -
>
ja:

a. brat-ja-ta
brother-PL-DEF

‘the brothers’

b. krai-Sta-ta
end-PL-DEF

‘the ends’

c. more-ta-ta
sea-PL-DEF

‘the seas’

In sum, plural nouns that that end in-a take the-ta allomorph ofDEF, while the rest take-te (see
(8d) and (8e)).
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2.5 A Note on Noun Modifiers

So far we have only looked atDEF attaching to nouns. However, the generalization expressedin (9) also
captures the behavior ofDEF allomorph selection in the presence of adjectival (and other) nominal modifiers.
In nominal phrases that contain such modifiers,DEF attaches to the left-most modifier head. Because of DP-
internal concord, all modifiers carry the number and gender feature of the head noun and agreement is
always spelled out on modifiers as one of four things:

(18) Number/gender adjectival suffixes:

a. -∅: masculine singular

b. -a: feminine singular

c. -o: neuter singular

d. -i: plural

Now, as the allomorph selection algorithm predicts, masculine adjectives (and other agreeing modi-
fiers) take-a as the definite article, feminine and neuter ones take-tV, where V matches the preceding vowel,
and plural ones take-te:

(19) a. novij-a film
new.MASC-DEF movie.MASC.SG

b. nova-ta kniga
new.FEM-DEF book.FEM.SG

c. novo-to menju
new.NEUT-DEF menu.NEUT.SG

d. novi-te knigi
new.PL-DEF book.PL

That vowel matching, rather than gender matching, is the relevant generalization is supported by the fact
that the stress-attracting-tá is never realized on nominal modifiers.

2.6 Summary

The data presented above point to the existence of the five allomorphs ofDEF in Bulgarian as summarized in
(8) and their distribution is captured by the generalization in (9). Note that this algorithm makes the correct
predictions with respect to the “multiple plurals” cases (kolenavs.kolene) and the homonym pairs discussed
in the previous section.

A natural alternative to this analysis of the data might limit the distribution of phonologically con-
ditioned DEF allomorphs to the masculine form, while treating the allomorphs in all other genders and
numbers as morphosyntactically conditioned. This would mean that-ta and -to endings are phonologi-
cally conditioned allomorphs ofDEF in the masculine, dependent on the final vowel, as is the-a ending
(in consonant-final stems). Feminine and neuter nouns wouldtake-ta and-to respectively on the basis of
gender features alone.

The difficulty with this view arises when we look at the pluralforms. Plurals have a morphosyn-
tactically conditioned allomorph,-te, whose distribution is in accordance with the elsewhere condition.
However,-ta appears on plurals only if the plural form ends in-a. This suggests that unstressed-ta, where it
appears, is a reflex of purely phonological conditions. The case for-to as solely phonologically conditioned
is somewhat weaker since only masculine forms that end in in-o also take-to. This last analytical decision
does not play a role in the discussion in §3, so we leave the question open.
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3 Allomorphy and Morphology-Phonology Interactions

A fundamental question for theories of allomorphic selection is what kind of information they should have
access to. The empirical generalization arrived at in §2 indicates thatDEF’s form will be determined, in a
specific phonological environment, by the phonological properties of its nominal host; otherwise, gender and
number features will be the determining factor. A priori, there are two approaches to such generalizations. A
first approach posits simultaneous access to both local morphological (gender, number) information and the
phonological form ofDEF’s host. A second possibility involves a more restricted model, in which the pro-
cess responsible for allomorph selection has access only tomorphological features, and feeds phonological
processes (which can no longer refer to morphological features).

Here, we implement these two approaches in the framework of Distributed Morphology (Halle and
Marantz 1993, 1994; Embick and Noyer 2001; Embick 2010, i.a.), manipulating only the part of the theory
that dictates the degree of access to different kinds of information at the point of allomorph selection. That
the discussion is couched in terms of a piece-wise theory of morphosyntax-morphophonology interactions
should be viewed as a matter of convenience, since the broad question will likely arise under any theory that
aims to account for such data.

3.1 A Classical DM Approach

In the framework of DM, morphology interprets the output of narrow syntax where the atoms of syntac-
tic computation are abstract feature bundles (morphemes). A number of strictly and universally ordered
operations apply to a representation from the point of PF/LFbranching to the point of Spell-Out (see fig-
ure 1). These operations account for the lack of isomorphismbetween syntax and morphology and exhibit
sensitivity to hierarchical structure. At Vocabulary Insertion, syntactico-semantic features are replaced by
phonological content and linear precedence relations are imposed. A Vocabulary item (VI) is the relation
between a phonological string and information about where it can be inserted. Further displacement opera-
tions manipulate the linearized string and can only refer tostring-adjacent elements (Local Dislocation) and
phonological/prosodic information (Prosodic Inversion).

Syntactic Derivation

PF/LF Branching

Phonological Form

Lowering, Fission, Fusion ← Hierarchical arrangement of morphemes

Vocabulary Insertion/Local Dislocation ← Linearization imposed by VI

Building of Prosodic Domains

Figure 1: Operations in PF (based on Embick and Noyer 2001:Fig. 1)
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(20) VI schema

SIGNAL ↔ MORPHEME in CONTEXT

The terminal morpho-syntactic node that gets spelled out asDEF in Bulgarian is a feature bundle of
the form exemplified in (21), which acquires its number and gender feature values via agreement with the
head noun.

(21) Morpho-syntactic representation ofDEF

[def, number, gender]

Consider the four possible VIs that can be inserted asDEF, depending on the number and gender
features of the morpheme:

(22) a. [def, sg, masc]↔ /-a/

b. [def, sg, fem]↔ /-tá/

c. [def, sg, neut]↔ /-to/

d. [def, pl]↔ /-te/

Insertion of these exponents captures the pattern only partially, since we know thatDEF will be
spelled out as /-ta, -to/ if its host ends in /a, o/ regardlessof the number and gender of the head noun. In the
classical conception of Vocabulary Insertion (see (20)), VIs cannot make reference to phonological context.
In cases where the information in the VIs is insufficient to ensure generation of the correct output, the only
option that remains for a standard DM model is to make use of a set of readjustment rules to obtain the correct
phonological output (cf. the distinction between morphophonemic alternations and suppletion/conditioned
allomorphy).5 The readjustment rules that driveDEF allomorphy must be the following:

(23) DEF→ ta/STEM/a/

(24) DEF→ to/STEM/o/

That the resort to readjustment rules is necessary in this context is worrying for two reasons. First,
readjustment rules, and the need for them, raises worries because these rules are by their nature largely
unconstrained and non-local (Harley and Noyer 1999; Siddiqi 2006). A second reason to be concerned in
this particular case is that the triggering environment forthe application of a readjustment rule is supposed
to be a morphosyntactic, not a phonological, one (Halle and Marantz 1993; Embick 2010). It seems that the
classical DM view, in which Vocabulary Insertion has no access to phonological information in the insertion
environment, is by its nature too restrictive.

3.2 An Alternative DM Approach

To implement in DM the approach in which allomorph selectionhas simultaneous access to both morpho-
logical information and the phonological form ofDEF’s host, one change in the set of assumptions needs
to be made. The contextual information specified in VI (i.e.,the environment of insertion) must be able to
refer to phonological information (see the discussion of the Seri passive in Embick 2010:3.4.1).

(25) VI schema

SIGNAL ↔ MORPHEME in CONTEXT, whereCONTEXT can be morphosyntactic or phonological
context

5For example, thebreak/brokealternation is considered to result from the application ofsuch a readjustment rule.
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This type of allomorphy is subject to strict locality conditions, under which the contextual condition
of the VI refers to the phonology of a linearly adjacent element. Though we do not propose an analysis here,
the basic requirement for a morphosyntactic analysis ofDEF is that the phonological form of the nominal
host be realized at the point thatDEF is inserted. This in turn will depend on how locality interacts with
postsyntactic rules like Lowering (Embick and Noyer 2001) and Clitic Metathesis (Arregi and Nevins 2008
and Harizanov, this volume).

With this amendment in place, we can view the BulgarianDEF allomorphy as competition for se-
lection among both gender-based and phonology-based VIs:

(26) a. [def, sg, masc]↔ /-a/

b. [def, sg, fem]↔ /-tá/

c. [def, sg, neut]↔ /-to/

d. [def, pl]↔ /-te/6

e. /-a/[def]↔ /-ta/

f. /-o/[def]↔ /-to/

VIs that compete for insertion are subject to the Subset Principle (Halle 1997), which posits that the
most specific VI (i.e., the one that matches the most feature of a morpheme) will be inserted:

(27) Subset Principle

The phonological exponent of a Vocabulary item is inserted into a morpheme in the terminal string
if the item matches all or a subset of the features specified inthe terminal morpheme. Insertion
does not take place if the Vocabulary item contains featuresnot present in the morpheme. Where
several Vocabulary items meet the conditions for insertion, the item matching the greatest number
of features specified in the terminal morpheme must be chosen.

Given the featural content ofDEF in (21), unless additional concessions are made, the SubsetPrin-
ciple will predict that the phonologically conditioned allomorphs (26e,f) will always lose the competition
for insertion (because they are less specific), contrary to fact. It is not enough, then, to assume a theory in
which there is unqualified simultaneous access to phonological context and morphosyntactic features.

If we are to maintain that a form of the Paninian principle is still operative here, an extension
of the Subset Principle seems necessary. Vocabulary Insertion must identify the presence in a VI of a
contextual condition referring to phonology as the most “highly specific” and “complex” environment for
insertion (regardless of number of features matched, for example).7 The Bulgarian data, however, point
to the necessity of an additional assumption: phonologicalcontexts must be a priori more “specific” with
respect to the subset principle than morphological contexts.

4 Conclusion

Two sets of conclusions emerge from the present discussion.The first is an empirical one: the form of
DEF must be stated as the result of both morphosyntactic and phonological properties of its host. The
second is a theoretical conclusion: the mechanism governing allomorph selection must have access to both

6In order to arrive at the correct form forDEF for plural hosts, this algorithm must have access to the plural phonological form
of a noun. This follows from a system that assumes, followingthe standard theory, that Vocabulary Insertion proceeds from the
bottom up, in combination with the not unreasonable assumption that number information is realized as an abstract feature hosted
on the root.

7Note that this is not equivalent to Hankamer and Mikkelsen’s(2005) Extended Subset Principle which, in the presence of
feature ties, favors the VI with the most specific morphosyntactic context for insertion. We leave for future research the question of
the optimal definition of specificity, as well as the questionof how these distinct notions should interact with one another, if at all.
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morphosyntactic and phonological features. Further, if allomorphs compete for selection according to the
Paninian principle, the phonological context must count asthe more specific one.
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